Abstract-In systems of asynchronous processes using messagelists with SEND-RECEIVE primitives for interprocess communication recovery primitives are defined to perform state restoration: MARK saves a particular point in the execution of the program; RESTORE resets the system state to an earlier point (saved by MARK); and PURGE discards redundant information when it is no longer needed for possible state restoration.
I. INTRODUCTION
L ARGE software systems must be prepared for faflures.
Failures may occur because of residual design flaws in hardware or software, hardware failures due to component aging or mechanical failures, operator error, input data that does not satisfy design specifications, or for many other unforeseen circumstances. In general it is impossible to predict the situations where failure might occur and the system must be constructed so that execution can resume after a failure with a minimal loss of data and time.
One method of coping with failure is known as checkpoint recovery. Checkpoint recovery normally requires the entire state of the system to be saved at regular intervals. If a failure occurs, the system state is restored by loading one of the saved checkpoints (presumably error-free); the system is then restarted.
For many systems, particularly database systems, the volume of data that must be saved for a complete checkpoint and the amount of time required for saving and restoring the data are prohibitively large. In some cases it may be more reasonable to save only changes to the system data, as well as a record of transactions processed by the system. If state restoration becomes necessary, only these changes to the system data must be undone.
A language construct and a machine architecture have been proposed that facilitate this incremental saving of system state changes and the automatic restoration of system state when necessary [1] , [5] , [9] . The language construct, called a recovery block, provides facilities for the detection of failures (an acceptance test which must be passed successfully) and reconfiguration (a set of altemate algorithms that are substituted for the primary algorithm if an internal error should occur, such as divide by 0, or if the results of the primary algorithm should fail the acceptance test). The machine architecture contains a recovery cache that marks the state of the system upon entry to a recovery block and that saves the old values of variables that are subsequently modified. If the acceptance test fails and state restoration is required, it is a simple matter to recover the old values of modified variables and return the system to the state that existed at entry to the recovery block; a different alternate algorithm is then tried.
If the system consists of independent processes, then the restoration of process state will be purely local to the failing process. If, however, the processes interact in some way, correct system state restoration is complicated by the fact that state changes in one process may be propagated to another process. Suppose that process P generates and transmits data to process Q at some time t. If an error is later detected in process P, it may be necessary to restore process P to a state that existed before time t. But then the data sent to process Q are potentially incorrect and process Q must also be restored to a state that existed before time t. The state restoration has been propagated from process P to process Q.
If process Q has itself generated data for other processes, the state restoration may be propagated further. If the checkpoints stored by the system processes are poorly coordinated with respect to process interactions, then the state restoration may be propagated back to process P. In some cases a disastrous avalanche of uncontrollable activity may propagate through the system in a kind of domino effect. Fig. 1 , adapted from [9] , illustrates the domino effect. The process executions proceed downward. Checkpoints are taken as indicated 0098-5589/80/0300-0183$00.75 i 1980 IEEE by the of separately designed and "linked" recovery blocks (the same systems that can deadlock-see previous paragraph) become subject to the domino effect when the requirement for synchronization of conversation exit is relaxed.
A third approach to avoiding the domino effect assumes that all process interactions are directed, i.e., data are sent by one process to a second process. Suppose that process A generates correct data and that process B fails after receiving these data. If the data passed from A to B are saved, only process B needs to be backed up; the data are reread by an alternate algorithm of process B when execution is resumed. Process A can continue its own execution without interruption, unaffected by the recovery activities of process B.' For example, suppose that in Fig. 1 all interactions are directed from process 1 to process 2, and from process 2 to process 3. If process 3 is in error and is restored to recovery point 4, neither process 1 nor process 2 are affected in any way.
This paper discusses state restoration in systems with directed process interactions. Checkpoints are defined individually by each process. It is shown that by suitable placement of checkpoints the domino effect can be avoided without requiring the synchronization characteristic of conversations. Furthermore, in many cases explicit bounds on the number of interactions that must be undone can be shown to exist.
In Section II the system model is defined, basic definitions are given, and system state restoration is described. Section III relates system structure to prevention of the domino effect. Section IV briefly discusses the mechanisms for discarding checkpoint data that are no longer needed for state restoration. Conclusions and references are given in Sections V and VI.
The work presented here is based on [11, where a more relaxed discussion may be found. Application of the principles to producer-consumer systems is described in [ Three recovery actions are used to control system state restoration: MARK, RESTORE, and PURGE. Suppose that a process is in state x. When the command MARK(q) is executed, x is established as a recovery point (or marked state) of the process; a reference to x is returned in the result variable q.
At some point during the execution of the system, an error may be detected. Suppose that diagnosis of the detected error indicates that, to recover from the error, process A should be backed up to its recovery point x; the command RESTORE(X) will cause this state restoration to be performed. Note that the RESTORE command is executed by whatever entity performs the diagnosis: this may be the application program itself, a user control process, a system "watchdog" process, etc. The issues of detection and diagnosis, and hence who performs the RESTORE command, while vital to a complete recovery system, are not addressed in this paper.
The effect of a RESTORE command must be to return the system to an "earlier" consistent state from which execution may resume. This system state restoration is enabled by saving information about past system states. Each messagelist has an associated history (essentially an audit trail) which keeps a record of the messages sent to and received from the messagelist. Each process has an associated recovery cache (or simply cache) which stores information enabling restoration of the variables of the process to their states at earlier recovery points.2 Each recovery cache is divided into regions by the recovery points generated by the MARK commands of the corresponding process; thus there is a separate set of data saved for each recovery point. The information stored in a region may be a complete checkpoint of the entire state of the process or simply an incremental checkpoint (as in the recovery block scheme [11, [5] , [9] ) that allows reconstruction of the earlier state. Information is also recorded in the appropriate cache regions about messagelist operations executed by the process.
Execution of the command RESTORE(X) causes backup to a consistent system state in two stages: I) Process A itself is returned to state x by using information stored in the recovery cache after recovery point x. Variable assignments performed after x are undone and RECEIVE commands performed after x are "unreceived." SEND Fig. 2(b) , where the receiver of a message was backed up, propagation of restoration is not required; the message is simply "unreceived" and replaced into the messagelist to be rereceived Lat a later time.3 However, in Fig. 2(d) , the message from process Pi to process P2 causes state restoration to be propagated from process Pi to process P2 - The preceding example of system state restoration demonstrates the propagation of state restoration due to sent messages that are received and later revoked; this is termed M-propagation. There is a second way that the propagation of state restoration may be required that can occur in systems where more than one process receives messages from the same messagelist.
Consider the system state shown in Fig. 3 (a). (For instance, this might represent a system where process p produces records 3The message is logically replaced into the messagelist. Thus if the messagelist is full, this simply involves accessing the messagelist history when subsequent RECEIVE commands are executed, rather than the messagelist itself. This may involve secondary memory and hence be slower, but is otherwise of no consequence, since the history entries are retained a sufficiently long time (see Section IV on PURGE). in alphabetical order, processes cl and c2 accept input that is ordered alphabetically and produce output ordered alphabetically, and process d performs a final merge operation.) The command RESTORE(a) will first back up process c2, leaving the system state of Fig. 3(b) .
There is now a gap in the sequence of messages in messagelist mp. If the system were restarted in this state, process cl might obtain this "missing" record, and its input, and therefore output, would no longer be ordered. In order to avoid this problem, messages following the message that was returned to the messagelist must also be returned to the messagelist. Execution of the command RESTORE(a) must cause a restoration of state for process cl (in this example) to recovery point b. Note that the propagation of state restoration due to received messages being returned to the messagelist is required because the system is not in a consistent state: in Fig. 3 (b) the sequence of messages received from messagelist mp is not a prefix of the sequence of messages sent to messagelist mp. To bring the system to a consistent state, process cl and messagelist mn must be restored to an earlier state.
Propagation of state restoration because a received message is replaced back into a messagelist and later received messages exist in the messagelist that make the system state inconsistent is termed R-propagation. M-propagation and R-propagation are independent of each other; either or both may be required as the result of a given RESTORE command.
An R-normal system is a system where R-propagation is never necessary during the execution of any RESTORE com- mand. This is an operational definition that affects the operation of the RESTORE command and the way that the RESTORE command may be implemented. The system illustrated in Fig. 3 is thus not an R-normal system, since R-propagation is necessary. Since it seems reasonable that state restoration would be more efficient if R-propagation did not have to be considered, it is of interest to ask how R-normal systems may be constructed. Theorem 1: If, for all messagelists m of a system, the messages in m are received by no more than one process, the system is R-normal.
Proof: Consider a message x that has been returned to a messagelist m as a result of state restoration of process p. Since every messagelist has at most one process that can receive messages from it, message x was necessarily received by process p. Any messages that follow message x in messagelist m must be either not yet received or else received by process p; those messages received by process p will be returned to the messagelist as part of the restoration ofp. Thus there will remain no messages in m that follow message x except for unreceived or returned messages. R-propagation is not required and thus the system is R-normal.
Q.E.D. A slight modification of the system shown in Fig. 3 illustrates a second way to construct R-normal systems. Suppose that the outputs of processes p, cl, and c2 need not be ordered, and suppose that the messages of messagelist mp are in fact independent. Then the message entries in messagelist mp may be "shuffled" and the system state of Fig. 3 (b) may be transformed to the system state shown in Fig. 4 .
If the messages are truly independent, when normal execution of the system is resumed the system output will be valid. This concept depends on a declarative concept of whether the messages are independent and whether the system output will be valid according to some criterion not specified here. If the order of the messages in a messagelist is immaterial, then the messagelist is said to be a commutative messagelist. A system where all of the messagelists are commutative messagelists is a commutative system.
The definition of consistent state can be modified to encompass the notion of a commutative messagelist. A system state is consistent if, for all messagelists m, the following condition is satisfied: if m is a commutative messagelist then the messages received from m are a subset of the messages sent to m; otherwise, the sequence of messages received from m is a prefix of the sequence of messages sent to m. Thus for a commutative messagelist the FIFO constraint on messagelists is discarded.
Theorem 2: A commutative system is R-normal. Proof It suffices to "shuffle" the messages in the messagelist, as in the example above. Since the messagelists are commutative the system states are consistent and R-propagation of state restoration is not necessary. Thus the system is R-normal.
Q.E.D. The preceding theorems of this section consider the R-normality of systems where the messages in every messagelist are received by at most one process, or where all messagelists are commutative. Clearly, composite systems can be designed that combine these two constraints: the following theorem characterizes these composite systems.
Theorem 3: If for all messagelists m of a system, either 1) the messages in m are received by at most one process or 2) m is a commutative messagelist, then the system is R-normal.
Proof: Similar to the proofs above.
Q.E.D. In practical systems the constraints of R-normality should not be difficult to satisfy. An easy solution is simply to give each process its own individual input messagelist. In many cases messages are destined to be received by a particular process and this solution is perfectly acceptable.
If multiple processes are available for "serving" messages from a particular messagelist, queuing theory indicates that better performance will result from having a single input queue (or messagelist). If the messages in this messagelist are independent then the messagelist will be commutative and the system R-normal, and this solution is also acceptable. Let the system graph of an asynchronous system be the bipartite directed graph where 1) the nodes represent the processes and messagelists and 2) there is an arc from (respectively to) the node representing process p to (from) the node representing messagelist m if process p executes the command SEND(m, x) (RECEIvE(m, x)). Then the above case of independent messages is illustrated by the system whose system graph is shown in Fig. 5 . Service requests are independent of each other and thus the messagelist for service requests is a commutative messagelist. fails and a RESTORE operation is executed that returns the failing service request to the messagelist, this has no effect on the service requests handled by driver2. R-propagation of system state restoration due to the service request messagelist is not necessary and the system is thus R-normal. If neither of the above cases applies, then a mechanical transformation may be used to change any system which is not R-normal into an equivalent R-normal system (at the cost of additional overhead). Consider the system whose graph is shown in Fig. 6(a) and suppose that mlist is not a commutative messagelist; the system is not R-normal. The system can be made R-normal by inserting a "switcher" process and appropriate messagelists between the original messagelist and its consumers, as shown in Fig. 6(b) SEND(bUff(k), X);
forever.
In addition, whenever the command RECEIVE(mlist,x) appears in consumer(k) in the original system (k = 1 or 2), the following sequence is substituted: SEND(requests, k); RECEIVE(buff(k), x). If a RESTORE command is executed that references a recovery point in one of the consumers, the same propagation of restoration takes place as in the original system, but it is M-propagation and not R-propagation, and thus the modified system is R-normal.
Note that the analog ofR-propagation, where a message sent to a messagelist and later revoked from that messagelist causes later messages in the messagelist to be revoked (this might be termed "S-propagation"), does not exist. For example, consider the system of Fig. 7 . If process Pi is restored to recovery point x, then propagation of restoration to process P2 because an earlier message was revoked from messagelist ml is not necessary. This is because even after the message from process Pi is removed from the messagelist, the state is still consistent.
(If the messages in messagelist ml had been received by some process, then M-or R-propagation might occur independently of the above discussion.)
III. THE DOMINO EFFECT
The parallel program of Fig. 8 is a solution to the producerconsumer problem. Suppose that n = 1 and that at some point in the execution of this system the system state is as represented in Fig. 9 . (Note that because n = 1, there is no parallelism in this example.) It is easy to see that if the command RESTORE(X2) is executed, the result will be that the entire execution of the system will be undone and the system will be restored to the initial state. M-propagation of restoration occurs, preventing a consistent state from being reached (until the system execution is completely undone). The same effect occurs if the argument to the RESTORE command is x1, Y1, ory2 .
Suppose instead that in the program of Fig. 8 , double buffering were desired. Thus n = 2 and the consumer generates two empty buffers to start execution. A typical program state is shown in Fig. 10 . It is not hard to see that any RESTORE command, either for the producer or for the consumer, will be able to effect restoration of state for the entire system without causing the type of disruptive behavior seen in Fig. 9 , where n = 1.
The domino effect, first described in [9] , is an uncontrolled propagation of restoration among interacting processes, characterized by an inability to find a "reasonably recent" consistent state with which to terminate the state restoration. Two conditions are necessary for the domino effect to occur: 1) cyclic restoration must be possible and 2) the "amount of restoration" that might result from the execution of a RESTORE command must be unacceptably large. Cyclic restoration occurs whenever restoration of some process P to its recovery point x causes further restoration of P (because of the propagation of restoration to other processes and then back to P) to recovery point y, where y precedes x.
The "acceptable" amount of restoration may vary from system to system, but recall that any restored process must be backed up at least to its preceding recovery point, so that an acceptable amount of restoration must include at least this much. A system is said to domino if state restoration allows the domino effect to occur. A system is domino-free if the domino effect cannot occur in the system. The program of Fig. 8 thus dominoes when n = 1 but is domino-free when n = 2.
In the above example the domino effect is caused by M-propagation. In systems that are not R-normal an inconsistent state may cause R-propagation of restoration. Consider the system whose state is shown in Fig. 11 ; suppose that the system is not R-normal. If the command RESTORE(a) is executed, then the fact that the system is not R-normal causes process cl to be restored to recovery point b (R-propagation).
Process c2 must now be restored to recovery point c, and the domino effect causes the system to be restored to the initial state.
The concept of a domino-free system is a very conservative concept and embodies a type of worst case analysis. A system is domino-free only if the domino effect can never happen, regardless of the RESTORE command that initiates the state restoration. In many cases, especially if the RESTORE command calls for restoration to a relatively recent state, the messages that would cause propagation of restoration will not have been received and the domino effect will not occur, even in a system that is not domino-free. Furthermore, in some cases, fortuitous placement of the MARK commands in the processes of the system may prevent the domino effect from occurring for a particular RESTORE command, even in a system that is not domino-free. Thus in determining the domino properties of a system, representative states of the process caches and messagelist histories are considered and worst cases are constructed. States that are unrepresentative, for instance, because they are "too close" to the current state of the system, are ignored.
There are two ways to show that a particular system is domino-free: 1) show that cyclic restoration cannot occur, or 2) show that the amount of restoration is acceptably small. The first method is demonstrated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Let S be an R-normal system with k processes whose system graph is acyclic. Then S is domino-free.
Proof: Since S is R-normal, only M-propagation needs to be considered. The graph of the system is acyclic. Thus there is a topological ordering of the k processes of the system; let this ordering be given by Pi <P2 < * * Pk. Since S is R-normal, the only processes that can cause propagation of restoration to process pj are those processes pi, where i <j.
Consider Since the processes are ordered, restoration must eventually stop, leaving the system in a consistent state. The acyclic nature of the system prevents cyclic restoration and S is domino-free.
Q.E.D. Theorem 4 gives a sufficient condition for a system to be domino-free. Unfortunately, most systems are not acyclic and thus Theorem 4 does not apply. In addition, Theorem 4 gives no information regarding the amount of work actually performed during state restoration. To use the second method of proving domino-freeness it is helpful to formulate a more precise, quantitative measure of the "amount of restoration."
A messagelist operation is undone if the process state is restored to a point before the messagelist operation. Ideally, when a message is revoked, only the messagelist operations following receipt of the revoked message would be undone.
The process variables, of course, would also be restored to their previous values in order to restore the process state to a point "just before" the message was received. Restoration in this ideal case may be termed necessary restoration. Any other restoration that takes place is unnecessary restoration.
Necessary and unnecessary restoration may be defined more precisely by considering two relations on messagelist operations. If x and y are messagelist operations then xPy if any of the following three cases are satisfied:
1) x and y are in the same process and x occurs before y;
2) x and y are not in the same process, x = SEND of some message ml, andy = RECEIVE of that same message ml;
3) x and y are not in the same process, x = RECEIVE of a message ml from messagelist m, y = RECEIVE of a message M2 from the same messagelist m, ml occurs before M2 in the messagelist, and the system is not R-normal. Relation P expresses the intuitive notion ofnecessary propaga- If, in a given system, it is possible to find an acceptable bound for D, then the system is clearly domino-free; the bounded amount of unnecessary restoration implies that restoration cannot continue indefinitely. The converse is of course not true. Fig. 12 shows a possible state of a system satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4, and it is clear that when RESTORE(b) is executed the number of messagelist operations that are unnecessarily undone is unbounded. Although finite, D cannot be bounded in this case without knowing more about the structure of the processes themselves and about the exact placement of the recovery points in the process caches.
Fortunately, if MARK commands are executed sufficiently frequently, bounds on D can be provided for a rather wide class of systems that are practically useful. Two lemmas are first developed that help in studying these systems.
Lemma 1: Let S be an asynchronous system and suppose that the command RESTORE(r) is executed, where r is a recovery point of process Pl. The earliest necessarily undone messagelist operation xi in process pi is as follows: a) xl is either a SEND operation or a RECEIVE operation, 4For example, in Fig. 9 suppose that the command RESTORE(X2) is executed; consider the messagelist operations between recovery points y I and Y2. The second of these is necessarily undone, while the first is unnecessarily undone. Additional examples can be found in Fig. 12 Consider xi, i * 1. Since xi is necessarily undone, bP*xi.
But i 1 so xi * b. This means that there must exist some messagelist operation z such that bP*zPxA. Now if z were in pi, then xi would not be the earliest necessarily undone messagelist operation in pi. Thus z must not be in process Pi, and either case 2) or case 3) of the definition of relation P must apply. Messagelist operation xi must thus be a RECEIVE operation.
Q.E.D. Lemma 2: Let S be an asynchronous system. Let z be a messagelist command that is necessarily undone, and let w be a messagelist command such that zQw. Let Proof: Suppose that w occurs before xi in the same cache region of process pi. Then x1Qw and w is undone. But w occurs before xi and so w must be undone unnecessarily since xi is the earliest necessarily undone messagelist operation of process pi.
Conversely, suppose that w is unnecessarily undone. Then it cannot be true that zP'w because, since z is necessarily undone, this would imply that w was necessarily undone. But by hypothesis, zQw. Therefore, z must occur after w in the same region of the cache. Since z is necessarily undone, either z = Xi or xi occurs before z in the same process, for some process pj. But then z, w, and xi must all occur in the same cache region, and w must occur before xi.
Q.E.D.
With the aid of the preceding lemmas it is possible to bound the amount of unnecessary restoration and thus guarantee the domino-freeness of certain types of systems.
Theorem 5: Let S be an asynchronous system and suppose that a MARK command is executed just before every RECEIVE command. Then S is domino-free and D = 0.
Proof: Suppose that the command that initiates the restoration is RESTORE(r), and suppose that the messagelist command immediately after r is b. If y is undone, then bQ*y; thus there is a finite (possibly empty) sequence zl, zi. Thus zi is necessarily undone. By induction, y must be necessarily undone. Since every messagelist command y that is undone must be undone necessarily, the amount of unnecessary restoration D is 0. The system must therefore be domino-free. Q.E.D. An MRS process is a process where the MARK, SEND, and RECEIVE operations are performed in an order specified by the regular expression (MARK; RECEIVE*; SEND*)*. Thus a MARK command is followed by any number of RECEIVE commands that are followed in turn by any number of SEND commands; this entire pattern is repeated indefinitely. An MRS system is a system where all processes are MRS processes.
Theorem 6: Let S be an R-normal, MRS system. Let the number of processes in the system be k and let the numbe-r of RECEIVE commands that each process performs between any two MARK commands be less than or equal to s. Then S is domino-free and D _ (k -l)(s -1).
Proof: Suppose that the command that initiates the restoration is RESTORE(r1). Let [12] uses the producerconsumer system for a short example; in [13] a complete analysis of the producer-consumer system is performed.
IV. PURGE
In the original recovery block scheme [1], [5] , [9] the fact that recovery blocks are nested allows the redundant information in the recovery cache to be discarded when the scope of the recovery block is exited. In the present model recovery contexts are not nested and an alternate method must be used to discard recovery information that is no longer needed. The final recovery command, PURGE, aids in this release of old recovery information: execution of the command PURGE(X) iS treated as a commitment to the system that the command RESTORE(X) will never.be executed.
It is desirable that execution of the command PURGE(X) have no effect on state restoration caused by execution of the command RESTORE(Y), where y . x is an as yet unpurged recovery point, and thus it is necessary to distinguish between the purging of a recovery point and the actual discarding of the recovery information associated with that recovery point. While it is always possible to perform a PURGE operation, the discarding of the associated recovery information may have to be delayed. For example, consider an R-normal, MRS system. The system is domino-free by Theorem 8. Suppose that the command PURGE(X) were executed sufficiently often to purge every other recovery point. The system will no longer be an MRS system, and if the recovery information associated with the purged recovery points is lost, the system will no longer be domino-free.
The recovery information in the process caches and messagelist histories can be discarded only when it can have no further effect on state restoration: 1) there must exist no unpurged recovery points for which the RESTORE command would access the recovery information directly; 2) there must exist no way for state restoration to be propagated so that the recovery information will be accessed indirectly.
The theorems of the previous section can help simplify the task of determining which purged recovery points can actually be discarded. For example, consider an R-normal, MRS system. Suppose that the oldest unpurged recovery point r, of process Pi was created at time tl. An argument similar to that of the proof of Theorem 6 shows that, for any process Pk, k * 1, state restoration may be propagated to recovery point 4, where r4 is the youngest recovery point created by process Pk before time t1, but not to any earlier recovery point of process Pk. Thus all recovery information for recovery points created before r' (and before r, for process Pi) may be discarded.
A more detailed analysis of the PURGE command may be found in [11] .
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION In the terms of [10] the primary requirement for backward error recovery is that a recovery line exist. A recovery line identifies a set of recovery points, each from a different process, such that "a) one of these processes is the process [in errorl; b) no information flow took place between any pair of processes in the set during the interval spanning the saving of their identified recovery points; c) no information flow took place between any process outside the set and any process in the set subsequent to its identified recovery point" [ 101 .
A recovery line thus describes a subset of a consistent state.
The major contribution of this paper is the identification of reasonably general conditions under which a recovery line must exist at all times during the execution of the system. These conditions are both global and local. For instance, the property of R-normality can be considered a global property: a system is R-normal if its messagelists are commutative or if the messages in a given messagelist are received by at most one process. For an R-normal system (recall that any system can be easily transformed into an equivalent R-normal system) a purely local property, the MRS property, suffices to guarantee restorability and the absence of the domino effect.
In many cases precise bounds on the amount of unnecessary restoration can be guaranteed. These bounds are a function of how often the MARK command is executed. Thus a remedy for state restoration taking an "unacceptably long" period of time is simply to execute the MARK command more frequently. Within the constraints imposed by the desire for domino-freeness, the overhead caused by the frequent saving of recovery points may be balanced by the reduced potential recovery time to obtain optimum performance. Should system conditions change, the MARK command may be executed more or less frequently to maintain optimum conditions. A major distinction between the recovery primitives proposed in this paper and the recovery block scheme is that recovery blocks are nicely nested, while MARK and RESTORE commands can be put anywhere. A level of the recovery block hierarchy thus automatically provides a "firewall" that stops restoration, but the bounds on unnecessary restoration provided by this nesting structure may be too large to be useful, particularly for system programs that execute for long periods of time at a single level of nesting.
On the other hand, the discipline imposed by nesting ought to play a major role in increasing system reliability. For that reason the MARK, RESTORE, and PURGE commands are probably best seen as system recovery primitives to be embedded in a higher level hierarchically organized recovery system. Thus, with the exception of Fig. 8 , no programs actually using the primitives have been shown. Several points may be made: 1) Although the recovery scheme described in this paper assumes that all process interactions occur via messagelists, the important aspect is not the particular mechanisms, but rather the causality that is thereby enforced [7] . Other mechanisms that record the directed nature of process interaction could be substituted with similar results (for example, see [8] ).
2) Since state restoration is propagated along the directions of process interaction, the receiver of a "bad" message has no direct way of asking the sender to recreate and/or resend a corrected version of the message. If the sender includes in the message a reference to the appropriate recovery point (indicating a recovery point before the SEND command in question), the receiver can use this reference to execute the correct RESTORE command.
3) In a similar way the PURGE command could work "invisibly," i.e., when a recovery block is exited successfully the system would issue the appropriate PURGE command. (The recovery information associated with the purged recovery point could later be discarded; see Section IV.)
While the particular form that high level recovery constructs for concurrent processes ought to take remains unsettled, several authors have recently discussed the implementation of recovery in the context of monitors. Shrivastava and Banatre [15] consider process competition for system resources. Kim [6] considers process cooperation and proposes a monitor implementation that keeps a record of accesses to the monitor shared data. When a recovery block alternate that accesses the monitor fails, the monitor is able to propagate the recovery as necessary. It is interesting to note that the monitor creates "minor" recovery points of its own to prevent unnecessary restoration; a minor recovery point is created just before certain monitor references, preserving a kind of MRS behavior.
Additional work is required before the practical applicability of the ideas presented in this paper can be assessed, but it is clear that practically useful and reasonably efficient mechanisms can be designed that aid in certain types of recovery. In the future, state restoration and backward recovery will be an important part of any realistic environment providing fault-tolerant software.
1. INTRODUCTION RECENT advances in hardware technology have made it economically feasible to design multiprocessor computer systems with the philosophy that a processor should be "available" most of the time instead of being "utilized" most of the time. This new attitude in computing is extremely attractive to real-time applications controlled by microcomputer networks with distributed storage. There are, however, some technology difficulties in software in realizing the potential of such networks for real-time applications. In particular, we need to have a discipline for concurrent programming so that we can systematically develop well-structured, reliable, and efficient concurrent programs.
In this paper, we introduce a new language concept-communication port (CP) for writing high quality, efficient concurrent programs. CP is a general mechanism to specify the interaction among software components which can proceed in parallel. It is similar to Brinch Hansen's distributed process [61 with 
